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Abstract—Information security and privacy in the e-health domain is an issue of growing concern. The adoption of electronic patient records, increased regulation, provider collaboration and the increased need for a faster information exchange between patients, providers and payers, all point to the need for a better information security. Therefore, the aim of this paper is to provide secure access to electronic patient records without compromising performance. To achieve this, we have designed a secure protocol called the Linkable Access protocol. In this paper, (1) we formally verify and analyse the Linkable Access protocol against security properties (e.g., confidentiality) using the Casper/FDR2 verification tool. In addition, (2) we build a prototype using the Java technology to demonstrate the performance of the Linkable Access protocol. By doing this, we prove that the Linkable Access protocol maintains a good balance between security and performance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Privacy is considered as a key governing principle of the patient-physician relationship. Patients are required to share information with their physicians to enable correct diagnosis and treatment, and to elude adverse drug interactions. Nevertheless, patients may refuse to disclose necessary information in cases of sensitive medical problems such as psychiatric behaviour and Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV), as their disclosure may lead to social stigma and discrimination [1].

Over time, Electronic Patient Records (EPRs) accumulate important personal information, including identification, history of medical diagnosis, treatments, medication history, dietary habits, sexual preference, genetic information, psychological profiles, employment history, income and physicians subjective assessments of personality and mental state [2].

EPRs offer a wide range of purposes apart from diagnosis and treatment provision. For example, information could be used to improve efficiency within the healthcare system, drive public policy development and administration, and in the conduct of medical research [3]. EPRs can also be shared with payer organisations (e.g., private insurance) to justify payment of services rendered. Health Service Providers (HSPs) also make use of records to manage their operations and improve service quality.

While the above mentioned technology can help improve overall quality of health care delivery, the benefits from this technology must be balanced with the privacy and security concerns of the patient.

In real-life situations, there are various scenarios, where authorized users have legitimate reasons to access patients’ EPRs (which could be stored in a single or in multiple locations). Based on the principle of least privilege, users should only be granted with access rights that are just sufficient for them to carry out the tasks assigned to them.

The minimum level of access privilege is to only allow users to access de-identified records. De-identification means that patients’ identifiable information is removed from the records [4]. There are three de-identification methods, anonymization, depersonalization and pseudonymization. Anonymization is the process of hiding (or removing) a patient’s identification data and only make other information (i.e., de-identified information) available for access [5]. Depersonalization is a process similar to anonymization, but it comprises the removal of as much identification information as necessary to protect patient identity [6]. Pseudonymization, on the other hand, is the process of adding an identifier (called a pseudonym) into a patient’s de-identified record [7].

Yet, in practice, there are times when, for legitimate reasons, multiple de-identified records of the same patient may need to be linked (e.g., when we need to study the history of a patient’s medical condition) or an anonymised record needs to be re-identified at a later date. In such cases, a patient’s pseudonym should be mapped or reversed to the patient’s identity and two or more pseudonyms of the same patient should be linkable and these should be done in a controlled manner.

There are two types of pseudonyms, namely, irreversible and reversible pseudonyms [8]. Irreversible pseudonyms are pseudonyms that cannot be reversed back to the patient’s real identity. Reversible pseudonyms are pseudonyms that can be reversed back to the original identity (i.e., a patient can be re-identified from his/her reversible pseudonyms).
Most pseudonym generation methods used in supporting privacy preserving EPR access [9][10][11], focus on preserving patient anonymity. They use irreversible pseudonyms to index de-identified records. This type of pseudonyms only supports anonymous data access. Though the pseudonym generation methods in [8][12], have considered the linkability requirement, they do not support a secondary use of patient information. That is, they do not allow linking of multiple pseudonyms of the single patient without revealing the patient’s identity. A notable method that has addressed this limitation is LIPA [13]. Yet, LIPA supports this linkability requirement, but assuming that patient records managed by different HSPs are stored in a single repository. The solution does not support distributed data access. To the authors’ best knowledge, the works that are most related to our work are Deng’s method [14] and the PIPE method [15]. Both methods aim to securely integrate primary and secondary usage of distributed medical data without compromising the patient’s identity privacy. We described an alternative method [16] with the aim of reducing access delays. In other words, our method proved to be more efficient than Deng’s and PIPE methods.

In detail, to facilitate the minimum access right management, we have proposed a new method called 3LI2Pv2 method to support controlled access to EPRs with three levels of identity privacy reservations [16]. In this method, we have identified three distinctive user groups, each with a defined level of access. The first group of users (called L3 users) are only given rights to access anonymised data. They are not allowed to identify the patient (i.e., the identities of the owners of the data) nor link multiple EPR objects of the same patient. The second group of users (L2 users) are allowed to access and link multiple objects of the same patient, but are not allowed to link the objects to their owner’s (i.e., the patient’s) identity. In other words, users in this group are allowed to access the multiple objects of the single patient without being able to identify the patient. Finally, the third group of users (L1 users) are allowed to access patients’ records as well as identify the owners of the records. In other words, we have three levels of patient identity protection.

* **Level-1 (L1)- Linkable access:** At this level, multiple data objects of the same patient can be linked, and this set of objects can be linked to the patient’s identity. L1 access should be limited to L1 users, i.e., users with linkable access privilege.

* **Level-2 (L2)- Linkable anonymous access:** At this level, multiple data objects of the same patient can be linked, but this set of objects cannot be linked to the patient’s identity. L2 access should be limited to L1/L2 users, i.e., users with linkable anonymous access privilege.

* **Level-3 (L3)- Anonymous access:** At this level, multiple data objects of the same patient cannot be linked, nor the patient’s identity be exposed. L3 access should be limited to L1/L2/L3 users, i.e., users with anonymous access privilege.

The 3LI2Pv2 method made use of cryptographic techniques to achieve its goals. We have informally analysed the 3LI2Pv2 method against some security requirements, and the result was positive. For future work, we suggested to include the design
A. Confidentiality Threats

In this type of threat, an attacker may gain access to private information. The attack consists in eavesdropping the communication links, without interfering with the transmissions, or in inspecting data stored in the system. Man in the middle attack, replay attack, credential forgery/theft and impersonation are examples of this type of threat.

B. Integrity Threats

Here, an attacker may modify the information exchanged within an e-health service. The attack consists in interfering with the transmissions, so that the recipient receives data, which are different from those sent by the originator. Data tampering is an example of this type of threat.

C. Authentication Threats

In this kind of threat, an attacker may counterfeit false data and deceive the recipient into believing that they come from a different originator (which the recipient takes as the authentic originator). The attack consists in forging the part of the data where the originator is identified (usually in the identity credentials). Spoofing is also an example of this type of attack. Repudiation is also a variant of this type of attacks that consists in denying authorship or the contents of data previously sent.

III. Formal Verification of The LA Protocol

In this section, firstly, we describe and model the LA security protocol with Casper/FDR2 verification tool. Secondly, we identify essential security requirements that the LA protocol should meet. Finally, we discuss the verification result of the protocol and analyse its security requirements.

A. The LA Protocol Description

The purpose of the LA protocol is to link multiple objects (under a single or multiple HSPs management) of the same patient, and to link these objects to the patient’s real identity (e.g., NHS number). This type of access should be limited to users with the highest access privileges (i.e., L1 users such as general practices, GPs). In real-life scenarios, this protocol can be applied to a GP who wishes to proceed with a patient’s treatment and needs to have access to the patient’s real identity from his de-identified records. The GP will need to get this patient’s data from the attribute authority (aa). This authority can retrieve the patient’s real identity on behalf of the HSP. Assuming in A3 below, this authority is trusted by HSPs and clients (e.g., GPs). Assuming in A4, all the patient’s records have been de-identified. In order to get the data, the GP needs to prove to aa that he has been granted the right credentials to perform such type of access. In other words, the GP needs to, firstly, show his identity credential to ensure that he is the person he claims to be. Secondly, he needs to show his access credential, which confirms that he is allowed to perform this type of access and learn the patient’s real identity.

Until now, no research has been carried out to analyse the vulnerability of the LA protocol using a model checking tool.

Table I shows the basic notation of the LA protocol. Fig 1 shows the message sequences of the LA protocol.

In the LA protocol, the communication channel is based on the Secure Socket Layer (SSL) protocol [31] to provide security for data transmission. SSL protocol uses a combination of public key and symmetric key ciphers to establish a secure communication channel between a server and a client. For protocol analysis using Casper/FDR2, we assume the following.

A1. The underlying cryptographic algorithms used in SSL’s public key and symmetric key ciphers are secure.
A2. All parties unconditionally trust the certification authority and public keys signed by it. The certification authority certifies the public key for clients.
A3. All parties unconditionally trust the attribute authority who issues the attribute certificates for clients.
A4. Patients’ records have already been de-identified. That is their identity or NHS number has been replaced with a pseudonym.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>An identifier of an initiator/client</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ca</td>
<td>An identifier of a certification authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aa</td>
<td>An identifier of a attribute authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nx</td>
<td>A random nonce of x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKx</td>
<td>A public key of x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKx</td>
<td>A secret key of x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ts</td>
<td>A timestamp (an expiration time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>A hash function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>msg</td>
<td>A message of data request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>certa</td>
<td>A PK-certificate of client a generated by ca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attr-certa</td>
<td>An attribute certificate of client a generated by aa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ven1</td>
<td>An integrity verification of certa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ps311</td>
<td>An L3 pseudonym type-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sigaa</td>
<td>A signature of aa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>integ1, integ2</td>
<td>Used in attr-certa integrity verification</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the LA protocol, ca is the certification authority who issues public-key (PK) certificates, and aa is the attribute authority who issues attribute certificates to legitimate users. a is the client or the initiator of the request.

The PK-certificate includes two parts, \{a, PK(a), 11, ts\} and \{h(a, PK(a), 11, ts}\{SK(ca)\}. The first part, contains information about the client, such as, identity a, public key of a PK(a), group membership l1 and timestamp ts. The second part, is the signature of the ca. Issuer ca signs subject a, public key of a, PK(a), a group membership l1 and timestamp ts using its own private key SK(ca), which is only known to the ca. Since the certificate is encrypted with the private key of ca, any other user cannot spoof it. This provides confidence of the certificate’s information to a participant. The certificate can only be decrypted by the public key of ca, which is known to legitimate users. To sum up, the design of PK-certificate ensures that no one can forge or modify a valid PK-certificate. It is important to mention that in this protocol description scenario, we have also included issuing the PK-certificate and attribute certificate to the client. In real-life
scenarios, certificates are issued once (unless expired and need renewal) and usually at an earlier stage before submitting a request to access patient data.

The following describes the message sequence of the LA protocol depicted in Fig 1.

**Message 1:** Certificate authority ca issues and sends the PK-certificate, certa, to client a in order to authenticate client a and distribute PK(a) safely.

**Message 2:** Attribute Authority aa issues and sends the attribute certificate, attr-certa, to client a. This certificate includes the issuer’s name (aa), the client’s name (a), an L3 pseudonym (ps31), a timestamp (ts) and the issuer’s signature on the certificate. The L3 pseudonym (ps31), contains another pseudonym, a lower-level one called, ps1, which can be used to recover the patient’s real identity.

**Message 3:** Client a sends his/her nonce (na) along with a message of the request encrypted with aa’s pubic key.

**Message 4:** Client a sends his PK-certificate (certa) to aa. This certificate contains veri1 and veri2. veri1 contains the plain content of the certificate. veri2 contains the deciphered ca’s signature on the certificate. Using veri1 and veri2 allows checking the integrity of the certificate to ensure that the certificate has not been modified during transmission. So first, verifier aa validates the ca’s signature on the certificate and then, it verifies the certificate’s integrity using veri1 and veri2.

**Message 5:** Verifier aa sends enc1 to client a which contains the verifier’s identity (aa), user’s nonce (na) and the verifier’s nonce (naa) encrypted with PK(a). Client a checks if enc1 is decryptable by SK(a) and contains the right nonce naa. This step is essential to allow client a to authenticate verifier aa.

**Message 6:** Now client a sends encr2 to recipient aa. Variable encr2 contains the items a and naa encrypted with PK(aa). Recipient aa checks if encr2 is decryptable by SK(aa) and contains the right nonce naa. This step is essential to allow aa to authenticate a. Also in this step, aa checks a’s group membership to ensure that the client belongs to the right group and legitimate for this type of access.

**Message 7:** After successful authentication, a sends to aa his attr-cert to check his authorisation. Verifier aa checks the correctness of the certificate. It completes this by verifying the signature on the certificate and checks a’s access credentials. That is to ensure that the certificate contains the right type of L3 pseudonym (ps31). After that, it verifies the integrity of the lower-level pseudonym (ps1) to ensure it has not been altered during transmission.

**Message 8:** After successful authorisation, aa forwards int1 and int2 to a. Variable int2 contains the requested patient’s data (pid), a timestamp (ts), user’s nonce (na) and the user’s identity (a) all encrypted with the user’s pubic key. Variable int1 contains same items as in int2 but hashed. Finally, user a performs the final checks. (1) Checking the aa’s signature on int1 and verifying the integrity of the data using int1 and int2. (2) Checking the timestamp to ensure data freshness.

**B. Modelling the LA protocol Using Casper/FDR2**

Based on the LA protocol’s notation in Table I, we model the LA protocol in Casper’s script, as shown below.

---

**#Protocol description**

0. ca -> a : \{(a,PK(a)), \{(i1|ga,ts)\} \} & veri1 \{\{a,PK(a), \{(i1|ga,ts)\} \} \} & veri2 \{SK(ca) & skca & certa\} \{PK(a)\}

--a wants to contact aa

1. a -> aa : aa

--a sends his original request message with a nonce

2a. a -> aa : \{msg, na\} \{PK(aa)\}

--a sends his PK-certificate to be verified by aa

2b. a -> aa : \{veri1%\{PK(aa)\}, ga\{11,ts\} \} & certa \%veri2 \{PK(aa), ga\{11,ts\} \} \{SK(ca)\} \{PK(a)\}

--decryptable (PK(aa))

3. aa -> a : \{aa, na, naa\} \{PK(a)\} & enc1

--Mutual authentication and check user membership

4. a -> aa : \{\{aa, naa\} \} \{PK(aa)\} & enc2

--decryptable (PK(a))

5. a -> aa : \{aa, aa, \{ps31,11, aa, nonce\}\} \{certa \%integrity2, \{h(ps1,11,aa,nonce)\}\} \{PK(a)\}

--decryptable (PK(aa)) and integrity1 = h(ps31,PK(a))

5a. aa -> a : \{aa, a, \{ps31,11, aa, nonce\}\} \{certa \%integrity2, \{h(ps1,11,aa,nonce)\}\} \{PK(a)\}

--decryptable (PK(aa)) and integrity1 = h(ps31,PK(a)) and integrity2 = h(integrity2)

5b. aa -> a : \{aa, a, \{ps31,11, ts\}\} \{SK(aa)\} \{sigaa\}

--ts = now or ts+1 = now

--decryptable (PK(aa))

6. a -> aa : \{aa, aa, ps31 \{vert1\} ps31,11,aa,nonce\}, \{certa \%integrity1\}\{h(ps1,11,aa,nonce)\}\} \{ts\}, \{veri2\} \{SK(aa)\} & sigaa2\%

--decryptable (PK(aa)) and integrity1 = h(integrity2) and decrypt(ps31,PK(aa)) -- (ps1,11,aa,nonce) and decrypt (ps1,SK(aa)) -- pid and ts = now or ts+1 = now

--decryptable (PK(aa))

7. aa -> a : \{\{aa, pid, ps1\} \} \{int2\}

--decryptable (PK(aa)) and integrity2 = h(integrity2)

--ts = now or ts+1 = now

**C. LA Protocol Goals**

In this section, we identify the LA protocol security goals or properties.

**(P1) Data Confidentiality:** Confidentiality is a vital requirement that provides secrecy and privacy in e-health applications. It offers protection against attacks such as forgery and spoofing. To support data confidentiality, the communication...
channel between entities should be secured typically via encryption. An unauthorised party should not be able to learn anything about any communication between two entities by observing or even tampering the communication lines. That is, one cannot infer the contents of the message, sender and receiver, the message length, the time they were sent, and not even the fact that a message was sent in the first place.

(P2) Integrity Protection: A strong integrity protection mechanism should be deployed to protect against data tampering. The LA protocol should detect any unauthorised alteration to data being transmitted between the authorised entities.

(P3) Ensuring Accountability: The protocol should obtain an undeniable response from entities participating in the protocol. That is, to ensure that the originator of a communication cannot deny it later.

(P4) Mutual Authentication: Or two-way authentication, refers to both entities of the protocol should authenticate each other to permit the exchange of information there-between.

(P5) Certificate Manipulation Protection: It should be guaranteed that the certificates (i.e., PK-certificates) used in the protocol are valid and have not been corrupted or modified during transmission.

(P6) Credential Forgery Protection: It should be assured that users’ credentials are not stolen or forged. This is because it can lead to the elevation of privileges attack. This attack occurs when a user with limited privileges assumes the identity of a user with higher privileges to gain access to patient confidential data.

(P7) Data Freshness: There should be a proof that nonces, generated during protocols, are fresh and the integrity of the session key is preserved. Both entities should also have undeniable proof that the other party is in possession of a valid session key. Any previous compromised key should be easily detected, and the protocol run should terminate.

(P8) Linkability: A user with L1 access credentials, i.e., highest access privileges, should be able to link de-identified or anonymous objects to the patient’s real identity.

D. Verification Result and Security Analysis of The LA Protocol

The verification result using the Casper/FDR2 model checking tool confirms that the LA protocol has fulfilled all the properties identified in Section III-C. The result of the verification is shown in Fig. 2.

(P1) Data Confidentiality: was achieved by deploying cryptographic techniques (symmetric cryptosystem, asymmetric cryptosystem, and hash functions).

(P2) Integrity Protection: was met by incorporating digital signatures and hash functions, which can detect any data alteration during transmission.

(P3) Ensuring Accountability: was fulfilled by using digital signatures of both entities, the sender and receiver.

(P4) Mutual Authentication: was accomplished by integrating the challenge response protocol.

(P5) Certificate Manipulation Protection: this property has been abided by including a timestamp in the certificate, which can detect any sniffing and manipulation by the intruder.

(P6) Credential Forgery Protection: was met by including the legitimate credential holder identity in both types of certificates, the PK-certificate and the attribute certificate. So by checking that both certificates contain the same credential holder identity, we can ensure that both credentials have not been forged.

(P7) Data Freshness: was achieved by including a freshly random nonce with the transmitted data.

(P8) Linkability: was fulfilled by integrating the L3 pseudonym-Type1 in the L1 user’s access credential. This pseudonym allows linkable access to patient data as it contains a lower-level pseudonym that can recover the patient’s real identity, using the right secret key.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we describe the implementation and performance evaluation of the LA security protocol. To achieve this, we have built a prototype using the Java 2 platform (standard edition), as it is suitable for e-health applications. It offers implementations for several cryptographic primitives and key management services needed for our solution.

Performance is measured by two metrics, minimising access delay and minimising server computation time. An access delay is defined as the time elapsed from submitting an access request to the time when the response to the access request is received. A server computation time is the time needed for the server to complete the necessary operations, verifications and checks from receiving the request to the time when the response to the request is sent. Both metrics should be kept as low as possible.
To know the access delay and server computational time incurred by the LA protocol, we have measured the time taken to execute (run) the protocol based upon the prototype under two scenarios.

- In the first scenario (L3 Scenario), we run the protocol without applying an extra security layer to the protocol. This scenario is based on the principle of least privilege. This scenario is called the Level-3 access or the anonymous access scenario, which has been described in the introduction section.
- In the second scenario (L1 Scenario), we run the protocol with applying our additional security mechanism. This scenario is called the Level-1 access or the linkable access.

The measurements are taken for 10 execution rounds for each scenario, and the averages are calculated. The results are shown in Fig 3 and Fig 4.

A. Implementation Platform

To prototype the LA protocol, the following hardware and software have been used. We have used a desktop computer running Windows 8 with a 2.30 GHz Intel Core i3 and 8GB of RAM. The timing results from the LA protocol execution presented here are based on this computer specification. The software used to implement the LA protocol is JAVA 2 Platform, Standard Edition (J2SE).

B. Performance Evaluation Parameters and Target

The performance evaluation parameters we rely on are as follows.

- The patient’s records are distributed in different databases which are managed by different HSP (e.g., hospitals). That is we run the simulation on a distributed manner and test its performance.
- Running the simulation where the database size of each HSP increases, patient wise and record wise. We first, run the simulation with the parameter 10 objects by 1000 patients and then we increase the object’s size by ten and the patients’ number by 1000.
- A single patient data request.

As we gave an real-life example in Section III-A, we show in the following section two things. (1) The time needed for the GP to obtain the patient’s data. We call this access delay. (2) The time needed for each hospital to verify and complete the GP’s request. We call this server computation time.

The target of the performance evaluation is to show that the LA protocol (Level-1 Scenario) offers a higher security than the protocol under the least access privilege scenario (Level-3 Scenario) and with a linear increase in performance. In other words, the LA protocol aims to balance between security and performance without adding a massive amount of overhead into the solution.

C. Performance Evaluation Result and Analysis

It can be seen from Fig 3 that the time (Access delay) taken to execute the LA protocol (L1 Scenario) is 1200 milliseconds in its peak, which is approximately 90% more than the time taken in the normal case or L3 Scenario, which is 101 milliseconds shown in Fig 4. The server computation time in L1 Scenario is 1150 milliseconds, which is approximately 91% more than that in L3 Scenario, which is 100 milliseconds.

The extra cost in the L1 Scenario is caused by the following reasons.

- The L1 Scenario contains three additional security layers, which were added on top of the L3 Scenario.
- The extra communications between the client and the verifier.
- The extra computations in signature verifications by both the client and the verifier.
- The extra computation in the attribute certificate verification by the verifier. In the L3 scenario, only PK-certificate verification is necessarily for completing the access request. No attribute certificate verification is involved in the L3 scenario.
- The extra computation in checking the timestamp in the attribute certificate.
- The extra computation in validating the pseudonym (PS3I) included in the attribute certificate.
- The extra integrity check of the lower-level pseudonym (PS1) included in PS3I.
- The extra computation in the decryption operation to retrieve or recover the patient’s identity.
- The extra computation in signing the requested data or the response before sending it to the client.
- Finally, the extra cost in L1 Scenario between the server computation time and the access delay is due to the
distributed patient’s objects, which normally increases the waiting time. While in L3 Scenario a patient’s objects are not distributed and are managed by a single HSP.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we focused on two major aspects. Firstly, the formal verification and security analysis of the LA protocol using Casper/FDR2 tool verification. Secondly, the formal performance evaluation of the LA protocol by building a prototype using the Java technology.

The result from the verification using Casper/FDR2 tool showed that the LA protocol has fulfilled important security requirements. It supports linkable access to patient data by integrating significant cryptographic techniques. It ensures confidentiality of patient sensitive data. It provides data freshness by relying on timestamps and nonces. It is protected from certificate manipulation and credential forgery. It ensures accountability by deploying digital signatures. Mutual authentication is also provided to obtain unforgeable proof of other participant’s authenticity before it engages in the protocol with that participant.

In addition to fulfilling important security requirements, the result from the LA protocol implementation showed that the LA protocol had successfully balanced between security and performance. That is the increase in performance was linear with the increase of security. So our analysis proved that the LA protocol is secure and efficient. It allows a client and a server to exchange some sensitive patient data in a secure manner and within a reasonable amount of time. Our future work is concerned with extending our analysis of the LA protocol to other security protocols and specifically, e-health protocols, taking into account security and performance as major criteria.
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